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1 Benefits of Cultural Semantic Portals
Cultural content on the web is available in various forms (documents, images, audio
tracks, videos, collection items, learning objects etc.), concern various topics (art,
history, handicraft, etc.), is written in different languages, is targeted to both laymen and experts, and is provided by different independent memory organizations
(museums, archives, and libraries) and individuals. The difficulty of finding and relating information in this kind of heterogenous content provision and data format
environment creates an obstacle for end-users of cultural contents, and a challenge
to organizations and communities producing the contents.
Portals try to ease these problems by collecting content of various publishers
into a single site [50]. Portal types include service portals collecting a large set of
services together (e.g., Yahoo! and other “start pages”), community portals [53] acting as virtual meeting places of communities, and information portals [43] acting
as hubs of data. Much of the semantic web content will be published using semantic information portals [38, 43]. Such portals are based on semantic web standards1
and machine “understandable” content, i.e., metadata, ontologies, and rules, in order to improve structure, extensibility, customization, usability, and sustainability of
traditional portal designs.
Cultural heritage is a promising application domain for semantic portals [6, 25,
48, 57, 4, 3]. They are useful from the end-users’ view point in several ways:
•
•

1

Global view to heterogeneous, distributed contents. The contents of different
content providers can accessed through one service as a single, seamless, and
homogenous repository [25]. Only a single user interface has to be learned.
Automatic content aggregation. Satisfying an end-user’s information need often
requires aggregation of content from several information providers [50, 26], a
task suitable for semantic web technologies. For example, when looking for data
about an artist, relevant information may be provided by museum collections,
libraries, archives, authority records, ontologies, and other sources.
http://www.w3.org/2004/SW/
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Semantic search. In traditional portals, search is usually based on free text search
(e.g., Google), database queries, and/or a stable classification hierarchy (e.g., Yahoo! and dmoz.org). Semantic content makes it possible to provide the end-user
with more “intelligent” facilities based on ontological concepts and structures,
such as semantic search [10], semantic autocompletion [24], and faceted search
[42, 19, 27, 47, 21].
Semantic browsing and recommendations. Semantic content also facilitates semantic browsing [17] (cf. Chapter 36) and recommendations [58] (cf. Chapter
34). Here semantic associations between search objects can be exposed to the
end-user as recommendation links, possibly with explicit explanations.
Other intelligent services. Also other kind of intelligent services can be created
based on machine interpretable content, such as knowledge and association discovery [49], personalization [2, 4], and semantic visualizations based on e.g.
historical and contemporary maps and time lines [36].
Semantic portals are very attractive from the content publishers viewpoint, too:

•

•
•

•
•

Distributed content creation. Portal content is usually created in a centralized
fashion by using a content management system (CMS). This approach is costly
and not feasible if content is created in a distributed fashion by independent publishers, e.g, by different of museums and other memory organizations. Semantic
technologies can be used for harvesting and aggregating distributed heterogenous
content (semi-)automatically into global content portals [25].
Automated link maintenance. The problems of maintaining links up-to-date is
costly from the portal maintenance viewpoint. In semantic portals, links can be
created and maintained automatically based on the metadata and ontologies.
Shared content publication channel. In the cultural domain the publishers usually
share the common goal of promoting cultural knowledge in public and among
professionals. A semantic portal can provide the participating organizations with
a shared, cost-effective publication channel [28].
Enriching each other’s contents semantically. Interlinking content between collaborating organizations enriches the contents of everybody “for free”.
Reusing aggregated content. The content aggregated into a semantic portal can
be reused in different applications and cross-portal systems [59].

A cultural semantic information portal includes the several major components.
First, we need a content model for representing cultural metadata, ontologies, and
rules. Second, a content creation system is needed for creating and harvesting content. Third, the portal publishes semantic services for 1) human end-users as intelligent user interfaces and possibly for 2) other portals and applications as web services.
In the following these components are explained in more detail.
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2 Content Models for Semantic Cultural Portals
The semantic web “layer cake model” makes the distinction between a syntactic
data level based on XML2 , and semantic levels above it:
•
•
•
•

Metadata level. The RDF data model3 (cf. Chapter 3) is used for representing
metadata about cultural resources.
Ontology level. The RDF Schema and web ontology language OWL4 (cf. Chapter 4) are used for representing ontologies [14] (cf. Chapter 19) that describe
vocabularies and concepts concerning the real world and our conception of it.
Logic level. Logic rules (Cf. Chapter 5) can be used for deriving new facts and
knowledge based on the metadata and ontologies.
Trust level. At the highest conceptual level issues of e.g. trustworthiness of content, copyrights etc. are of concern.

In the following, metadata, ontology, and logic layers are considered from the
viewpoint of semantic cultural portals. Issues related to trust on the semantic web in
the cultural heritage domain have thus far not been discussed much in the literature.
2.1 Metadata Schemas
Cultural content in museum collections, libraries, and other content repositories is
usually described using metadata schemas (also called annotation schemas or annotation ontologies). These templates specify a set of obligatory and optional elements,
i.e. properties, by which the metadata for content items should be described. For example, the Dublin Core (DC) Metadata Element Set5 lists 15 standardized6 elements,
such as dc:title, dc:creator, and dc:subject, with additional elements and element
refinements. Encoding guidelines tell how to express the elements in RDF/XML
and using HTML/XHTML meta and link elements. Qualifiers, such as encoding
schemes, enumerated lists of values, and other processing clues are used to provide
more detailed information about a resource. For example, “date” is a DC element
that can further be specified as “date published” or “date last modified”. The core
elements can be extended in an interoperable way by using the “dumb-down” principle. It means that in any use of a qualified DC element, the qualifier may be dropped
and the remaining value of the element should still be a term that is useful for discovery, although with less precision.
DC is used as a basis in more detailed cultural metadata schemas, such as the
Visual Resource Association’s (VRA) Core Categories7 . Its element set provides a
categorical organization for the description of works of visual culture as well as the
2
3
4
5
6
7

http://www.w3.org/XML/
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/
http://dublincore.org/documents/1998/09/dces/
NISO Standard Z39.85-2001 and ISO Standard 15836-2003
http://www.vraweb.org/
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images that document them. Most VRA elements are defined as subproperties of corresponding DC elements. An example of an instance of VRA metadata in the CHIP
portal [2, 4] is given below in RDF Turtle notation8 . The schema has properties such
as vra:type (the type of the art-work as a reference to the VRA vocabulary), vra:title
(literal title of the art-work), vra:creator, vra:subject, vra:culture, and vra:material.
Element values with a namespace are references to underlying ontologies.
rijks:artefactSK-C-K
vra:type vra:Work ;
vra:title "The Night Watch" ;
vra:date "1642" ;
vra:creator: 500011051 ;
vra:subject iconclass:45F31 ;
vra:culture tgn:7006952 ;
vra:material aat:30015050 .

#
#
#
#

Rembrandt
Call to arms
Amsterdam
Oil paint

A metadata schema makes it possible to specify relevant aspects of the search
objects, such as the “author”, “title”, and “subject” of a document, and focus search
according to these. Sharing a metadata schema between different content providers
facilitates, for example, multi- or metasearch9. Here the user types in a query in a
metaportal. The query is then distributed to underlying systems and the results are
aggregated for the end-user. Protocols such as Z39.5210 and Search and Retrieve via
URL (SRU)11 of the Library of Congress can be used here. For example, the Australian Museums and Galleries Online12 and Artefacts Canada13 are multi-search engines over nation-wide distributed cultural collections. Another approach to creating
metaportals is to first harvest the content into a global database, and search the global
repository. Protocols such as Open Access Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)14 can be used for distributed content publishing and harvesting.
Schema definitions tackle the problems of syntactic and semantic interoperability of content objects. Syntactic interoperability can be obtained by harmonizing encoding conventions (e.g., a date format) and other structural forms for representing
data (e.g., an XML schema). Semantic interoperability is obtained by shared conventions for interpreting the syntactic representations, e.g., that the property dc:subject
describes the subject matter of a document as a set of keywords taken from a thesaurus. Making different metadata schemas semantically interoperable includes two
subtasks. First, semantic interoperability of element values has to be addressed using (shared) vocabularies and ontologies, and second, if multiple metadata schemas
are involved, interoperability problems between different schema elements has to be
solved. In below, these two issues are discussed in more detail.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

http://www.dajobe.org/2004/01/turtle/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metasearch engine
http://www.cni.org/pub/NISO/docs/Z39.50-brochure/
http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/
http://www.amonline.net.au/
http://www.chin.gc.ca/
http://www.openarchives.org/
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2.2 Vocabularies and Ontologies
Metadata schemas specify data formats but do not tell how to fill the element values
in the formats. Additional standards and guidelines are necessary to guide the choice
of terms or words (data values) as well as the selection, organization, and formatting
of those words (data content). Data value standards have been traditionally specified
by constructing controlled vocabularies and thesauri [15, 1]. Examples of cultural
thesauri include the Thesaurus for Graphic Materials I (TGM I)15 for indexing pictorial materials, ICONCLASS16 for art, Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)17 for
fine art, architecture, decorative arts, archival materials, and material culture, Union
List of Artist Names (ULAN)18 , the Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN)19 , the
Library of Congress Authority Files20 , and the terminologies and standards of the
MDA (formerly Museum Documentation Association) 21 . An example of a data content standard is the Cataloging Cultural Objects (CCO) guidelines22.
Many cultural thesauri have been transformed [56, 55] into SKOS format23 to
be used in cultural semantic portals [48, 57]. However, although a syntactic transformation into SKOS is useful, it is not always enough from a semantic viewpoint.
The fundamental problem with traditional thesauri is that its semantic relations have
been constructed mainly to help the indexer in finding indexing terms, and understanding the relations needs implicit human knowledge. Unless the meaning of the
semantic relations of a thesaurus is made more explicit and accurate for the computer
to interpret, the SKOS version is equally confusing to the computer as the original
thesaurus, even if semantic web standards are used for representing it.
For example, there are many problems in utilizing the Broader Term (BT) relations of thesauri [30]: 1) BT relations do not necessarily structure the terms into a
full-blown hierarchy that would be useful e.g. in faceted search, but into a forest of
small subhierarchies. 2) The semantics of the BT relation is ambiguous: it may mean
either subclass-of-relation, part-of relation (of different kinds, cf. [13]), or instanceof relation. As a result, the BT relation cannot e.g. be used for property inheritance.
3) The transitivity of the BT relation chains is not guaranteed from the instance-classrelation point of view. If x is an instance of class A whose broader term is B, then it is
not necessarily the case that x is an instance of B, although this a basic assumption
in RDFS and OWL. For example, assume that x is an instance of “make-up mirror”, whose broader term is “mirror”, and that its broader term is “furniture”. When
searching with the concept “furniture” one would expect that instances of furniture
are retrieved, but in this case the result would include confusingly make-up mirrors,
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

http://www.loc.gov/rr/print/tgm1/
http://www.iconclass.nl/
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting research/vocabularies/aat/
http://www.getty.edu/vow/ULANSearchPage.jsp
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting research/vocabularies/tgn/
http://authorities.loc.gov/
http://www.mda.org.uk/stand.htm
http://www.vraweb.org/ccoweb/cco/index.html
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
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too, if transitivity is assumed. A solution to these fundamental problems is to actually refine and reorganize the semantic structures of a thesaurus into a light-weight
ontology e.g. along the lines proposed in [31].
Several domain ontologies are used in describing cultural metadata. This raises
up the problem of making ontologies mutually interoperable. There are solution approaches for this, such as ontology mapping and alignment [18] (cf. Chapter 26),
sharing common foundational logical principles DOLCE24 (cf, Chapter 16), and using shared horizontal top ontologies, such as the IEEE SUMO25 . It is likely, that in
many cases several identifiers (URIs) will be in use for denoting a single concept
even if this is not desirable in general. For example, registries of same geographical
locations are maintained at different countries and by different service providers using their own identifiers. In such cases, dereferencing services will be needed to map
resource identifiers denoting same concepts with each other.
2.3 Metadata Schema Interoperability
If a portal aggregates cultural contents described using different kind of schemas (e.g,
for artifacts, music, maps, books, cultural sites etc.), the schema element structures
have to be made interoperable in one way or another, including the element values.
If the element structures in the schemas refine each other, then using subproperties
and the dumb-down principle of DC applications may be applied. In other cases,
the metadata schemas can be made interoperable by transforming them into a shared
underlying form.
An approach to this is the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC CRM)
[11] (cf. Chapter 19), an annotation ontology standard26 developed as an underlying
schema into which other metadata schemas in the cultural domain can be transformed
for interoperability. This model “provides definitions and a formal structure for describing the implicit and explicit concepts and relationships used in cultural heritage
documentation”27. The framework includes 81 classes, such as crm:Man-Made Object, crm:Place, and crm:Time-Span, and a large set of 132 properties relating the
entities with each other, such as crm:Has Time-Span and crm:Is Identified By.
Another approach to semantic metadata schema interoperability has been developed in the C ULTURE S AMPO portal [26, 45]. The cultural content types in this
system include a wide variety of cultural objects, such as artifacts, paintings, photographs, videos, music, biographies, epics, cultural sites, and historical events. The
original metadata from the content providing memory organizations use several
schemas, including DC, ULAN, and CIDOC CRM. Content integration is performed
by transforming content into a light-weight knowledge base describing the domain
world based on events and their thematic roles [52], such as agent, goal, and place.
For example, the DC metadata of a painting tells that there has been a painting event
24
25
26
27

http://www.loa-cnr.it/DOLCE.html
http://suo.ieee.org/
Since 2006 it has been an official ISO standard 21127:2006.
http://cidoc.ics.forth.gr/
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with the value of dc:creator in the agent role. This event instance can be used for
enriching the painter’s biography, that is also represented in terms of underlying
events, such as the painter “being born” at a certain place—another event that can
be derived from the relational embedded meaning of the relation ulan:birthPlace
used in ULAN. In contrast to CIDOC CRM, the events and thematic role values are
based on large shared domain ontologies of tens of thousands of concepts, and only
few thematic and other relationships between them. The domain ontologies are used
not only for explicating relational meaning of metadata schemas in an interoperable way, but also for making element values semantically interoperable, an issue not
addressed by the CIDOC CRM standard. The homogenized event-based knowledge
can be used, e.g., as a basis for semantic recommendations in the portal [46].
2.4 Logic Rules for Cultural Heritage
A collection of cultural metadata and related ontologies constitute a knowledge base.
On the logical level, rules can be used for deriving new facts and knowledge based
on the repository, i.e., for explicating the implicit content of the repository, and enriching the content semantically. Some examples illustrating different ways of using
rules in semantic cultural portals and systems are given below.
•

•

•

•

Explicating content of metadata schemas. Many metadata formats contain implicit knowledge embedded e.g. in the relational meaning of the element names.
In [45] rule sets for three cultural metadata schemas are presented for explicating
such knowledge in terms of events.
Enriching semantic content. Common sense rules may be used for enriching annotations, thus extending the machine’s understanding about culture. In [27], for
example, family relation rules (and others) we used to explicate implicit family
relations, such as “grand father of”, between persons in order to link photographs
of relatives together while browsing the repository.
Semantic recommendations with explanations. In [25] some 300 rules and associations, such as “doctoral hats are related to academic ceremonies” or “distaffs
are related to spinning events”, were used to represent simple common sense
knowledge and associations between ontological concepts. A semantic recommendation service was then established that, based on additional logical rules,
could 1) dynamically find out chained semantic associations between cultural
objects based on ontologies and the common sense relations, and 2) at the same
time construct literal explanations of why the association would be of interest.
In [32] semantic process descriptions of cultural processes, such as traditional
farming and fishing, were used as basis for relating cultural objects with each in
meaningful ways.
Projecting search facets. In faceted search, rules can be used for constructing
facet hierarchies based on ontological structures, such as the subclass-of and partof-relations. Furthermore, rules can be used to solve problem of projecting search
items to facet categories, which may be complicated [58, 29, 27]. From a software
engineering viewpoint, using logic rules for projections separates facets from the
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annotation ontologies and annotations, which makes it possible to apply the same
faceted search engine to knowledge bases based on different kind of ontologies
and annotation schemas [39].
Association discovery. Association discovery can be based on rules trying to find
paths between resources in a knowledge base [48, 49, 26].

3 Cultural Content Creation
Several kinds of content need to be created for a semantic portal, including ontologies, terminologies, and semantic annotations. Also creating rules for e.g. semantic
recommendations can be seen as a form of content to be created. In below, ontology,
terminology, and annotation creation are discussed in some more detail.
The core of a semantic cultural heritage portal is typically a set of domain ontologies that are used for annotating cultural contents. Many vocabularies and ontologies, such as AAT, are used for defining universals, i.e., general concepts, classes, or
types of individuals, such as “chair” (artifact ontology), “wood” (material ontology),
“painter” (actor types), or “city” (geographical concepts). In creating ontologies, it
is advisable to try to re-use existing ontologies or transform existing thesauri into
semantic web formats, as discussed earlier. The ontologies can also be created or
enhanced manually using an ontology editor such as Protégé-200028.
Another basic type of ontologies, are instance-rich ontologies or registries of
individuals. Such ontologies include, for example, geo-ontologies, such as TGN, and
actor ontologies (persons and organizations), such as ULAN. This kind of ontologies
of individuals are based on a (usually small) ontology of classes (universals), such as
“city” or “person”, that is populated with individuals from e.g. a database. This kind
of instance ontologies can be used for annotating content (e.g., used as dc:creator
values), but the instances may, at the same time, be used as a content type of its own
value in the portal (e.g, a biography).
The terminology used in a portal is typically defined by associating ontological
resources with preferable and alternative labels (e.g., using properties rdfs:label or
skos:altLabel). Resource identifiers (URIs) of concepts, used by the machine, refer to
concepts that are in principle language independent. However, labels used by humans
can be multi-lingual, based on XML markup (e.g., xml:lang). This is essential when
creating multilingual portals.
The content providers often use different literal terms to refer to same resources
when describing metadata in legacy systems. For example, literals “United States”
and “US” may be used to refer to the same country. This problem of synonymy can
be approached by using alternative labels. On the other hand, the same term may be
used to refer different concepts, such as river “bank” and financial “bank”. In order
to eliminate such homonymy in terminology, it is advisable that an ontology uses
a unique labeling of terms for concepts. However, this does not solve the problem
disambiguating meanings of terms occurring in natural language descriptions.
28

http://protege.stanford.edu/
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Content in memory organizations is usually available as relational legacy databases, whose annotations are literal terms and free text descriptions. Such annotations are often indented for human usage, use various syntactic conventions, are often
semantically ambiguous, and may contain syntactic typing errors. When transforming legacy metadata into semantic web formats, a key problem is how map textual descriptions in the metadata with ontological concepts, e.g., how to determine that the
string “bank” in a dc:subject description of a photograph refers to the concept “river
bank” and not “financial bank”. In below, the task of transforming literal element values used in legacy systems into ontological references needed on the semantic web
is discussed. The semantic portal M USEUM F INLAND [25] and its content creation
model [28] is used as a concrete example of the more general problem.

Fig. 1. Transforming legacy museum collection data from database tables into RDF.

Metadata in this system originates from different DC like metadata schemas used
in three museums, represented in different kind of database tables using different
cataloging database systems. These tables are transformed into an RDF repository
in two steps depicted in figure 1: First, the heterogenous relational tables in each
museum are harmonized by transforming them into an XML metadata schema format that is shared by the co-operating content providers. This transformation ensures
syntactic interoperability among all data sources, and partial semantic interoperability in terms the meaning of the metadata schema elements, since a single element set
is used. Second, semantic interoperability between metadata sources is obtained by
transforming the XML descriptions into the final RDF metadata schema format used
by the portal. During this XML-to-RDF transformation the essential task is to move
from term space into concept space by changing literal terms, used at the XML level
as element values, into corresponding concept URIs referring to seven underlying
domain ontologies (e.g., Artifacts, Places, etc.). The URIs created in this phase connect metadata RDF with domain ontology RDF, resulting into a single large semantic
RDF triple store used for querying and as a basis for logical reasoning.
A major problem in the RDF transformation above is how to disambiguate the
meanings of homonyms (e.g., “bank”) that may occur as keywords, free indexing
terms, or in free text descriptions in different element values. Several methods can
be applied here. For example, the type of the metadata element in which a homonymous expression is used, can often be used for semantic disambiguation effectively
[28]. However, when dealing with the dc:subject element (or similar ones) that can
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have values taken from different vocabularies, such contextual disambiguating information is not available, and human decision help is more often needed.
Another practical problem is spelling errors in metadata, and the variance of
synonyms and correct syntactic encoding practices used at different organizations at
different times, in different languages, and even by different catalogers. For example,
the name of Ivan Ayvazovsky (Russian painter, 1817–1900) has 13 different labels
in ULAN (Ajvazovskij, Aivazovski, Aiwasoffski etc.), and the first, middle, and last
names can be ordered and shortened in many different ways.
Still another problem of transforming literals into URIs is complicated free text
descriptions that may be used as element values, such as the material description
“cow leather with decorations”. Free text descriptions in metadata are in general
difficult to search for due their syntactic variance, and for the same reason, difficult to transform into URI references automatically. The problem can be approached
by using in indexing controlled vocabularies or ontologies. However, even then the
problem remains when dealing with free indexing terms . These terms are, by definition, legal keywords of a thesaurus that are not listed as entries. For example, plant
and animal types as well as person and location names can be used as free indexing terms. When encountering such a term, it cannot usually be associated with the
underlying ontologies without human help.
In a distributed content creation environment, free indexing concepts pose a challenge for ontology maintenance, too. In many cases new concepts should to populated into the ontologies and be shared, too. For example, when a painting of a new,
formerly unknown artist is cataloged in a museum, the other catalogers and organizations should be made aware of her/him in order to prevent creation of multiple
identifiers for the artist and later confusion of identities.
A solution approach to this is to connect annotation creation tools to centrally
maintained ontology library services that provide the clients with up-to-date information about the vocabulary resources available, and facilitates creation and sharing
of new resources collaboratively. An implementation of such a service is the ONKI
Ontology Server29 [59, 31] that can be used for creating mash-up annotation applications in a way analogous to creating Google Maps mash-ups.
Sharing unique URIs for concepts is preferable on the semantic web, but in practice there will be multiple URIs referring to a single resource. Creation of multiple
identifiers for free indexing concepts cannot be eliminated totally in practice, and
multiple identifiers will be created purposefully, too. For example, different countries are likely to use their own identifiers already in use for their geographical locations. Global dereferencing services will be needed in the future telling, e.g., that the
concept of “London” in U.K. refers to the same thing as “Londres” in France.
After creating semantically interoperable RDF metadata, content harvesting and
aggregation can be done either 1) off-line before starting the portal or 2) on-line dynamically when answering end-user queries. The on-line approach is more dynamic.
However, from the viewpoint of creating intelligent end-user services, the off-line approach seems more promising: 1) By creating a global knowledge base first off-line,
29

http://www.seco.tkk.fi/services/onki/
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reasoning can be easily done at the global scale across local contents, which facilitates e.g. generation of recommendation links between the content of different content providers. 2) Knowledge can be compiled and critical reasoning tasks performed
off-line beforehand for faster response times. For example, the rdf:type instanceclass-relations can be explicated as RDF-triples based on the transitive closures of
the subclass-of hierarchies. 3) The portal is independent of the content providers
possibly unreliable web services when running the system.

4 Semantic Portal Services
The goal of semantic information portals for cultural heritage is to provide the enduser with intelligent services for finding and learning the right information based
on her own preferences and the context of using the system. In the following, some
possibilities of providing the end-users with intelligent services using semantically
annotated metadata are shortly explored.
4.1 Semantic Search
In information retrieval [5] search is usually based on finding occurrences of words
in documents. On the semantic web, search can be based on finding the concepts
related to the documents at the metadata and ontology levels, in addition to the actual
text or other features of the data. With concept-based methods document meanings
and queries can be specified more accurately which usually leads to better recall and
precision, especially if both the query and the underlying content descriptions are
concept-based.
With non-textual cultural documents, such as paintings, photographs, and videos,
metadata-based search techniques are a must in practice, although also contentbased information retrieval methods [44] (CBIR) and multimedia information retrieval (MIR) [37] can be used as complementary techniques. Here the idea is to
utilize actual document features (at the data level), such as color, texture, and shape
in images, as a basis for information retrieval. For example, an image of Abraham
Lincoln could be used as a query for finding other pictures of him, or a piece of music could be searched for by humming it. Bridging the “semantic gap” between low
level image and multimedia features and semantic annotations is an important but
challenging research theme [23]. Still another approach to do semantic search is to
analyze and build search on the content using linguistic and/or statistical methods,
without using annotated semantic metadata [8].
A key problem of semantic search is mapping the literal search words, used by
humans, to underlying ontological concepts, used by the computer. Depending on the
application, only queries expressed by terms that are relevant to the domain and content available are meaningful, other queries result in frustrating “no hits” answers.
A way solve the problem is to provide the end-user with a vocabulary as a subject
heading category tree, a facet , as in Yahoo! and dmoz.org. By selecting a category,
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related documents are retrieved. Faceted search [42, 19, 27, 47, 21] is a natural generalization of this, where the user can make several simultaneous selections from
multiple orthogonal facets. They are exposed to the end-user in order to 1) provide
her with the right query vocabulary, and 2) for presenting the repository contents and
search results and the amounts of hits in facet categories. The result set can be presented to the end-user according to the facet hierarchies for better readability. This
is in contrast with traditional search where results are typically presented as a list
of decreasing relevance. The number of hits resulting from a category selection is
always shown to the user before the selection. This eliminates queries leading to “no
hits” dead-ends, and guides the user in making next constraining selections on the
facets.
Faceted search has been integrated with the idea of ontologies and the semantic
web [27]. The facets can be constructed algorithmically from a set of underlying
ontologies that are used as the basis for annotating search items. Furthermore, the
mapping of search items onto search facets can be defined using logic rules. This
facilitated more intelligent semantic search of indirectly related items. A method for
ranking the search results in faceted search based on fuzzy logic is presented in [22],
and [54] presents a card sorting approach for specifying and using end-user facets
independently from the indexing ontologies.
The faceted search paradigm is based on facet analysis [41], a classification
scheme introduced in information sciences by S. R. Ranganathan already in the
1930’s. The idea of faceted search has been invented and developed independently by
several research groups, and is also called view-based search [42] and dynamic taxonomies [47]. Several semantic cultural heritage portals make use of faceted search,
such as [25, 21]. However, faceted search is not a panacea for all information retrieval tasks. Google-like keyword search interface is usually preferred if the user is
capable of expressing her information need terms of accurate keywords [12].
4.2 Semantic Autocompletion
Keyword search can be integrated with semantic search by extending search to the
labels of ontological resources or facet categories. For example, in [25] keyword
search is integrated with faceted search in the following way: First, search keywords
are matched against category names in the facets in addition to text fields in the
metadata. The result set of hits is shown containing all objects in any of the categories
matched in addition to all objects whose metadata directly contains the keyword. The
hits are grouped by the categories found. Second, a new dynamic facet is created in
the user interface for disambiguating the different possible ontological interpretations and roles of the keyword. This facet contains all facet categories whose name
(or other property values) matches the keyword. They tell the end-user the different
interpretations and roles of the keyword. For example, the keyword “Nokia” matches
in the portal with the mobile phone company resource in the “Manufacturer” facet
role, with the city of Nokia in the facet roles “Place of manufacturing” and “Place of
usage”, and with some other resources that have the string in their name. By select-
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ing one of the interpretations, the user is able to disambiguate the meanings easily
and constrain search further.
The idea of searching ontologies and facet categories for disambiguating intended meanings and roles has been generalized into the notion of semantic autocompletion [24]. The idea here is to generalize traditional text autocompletion by
trying to guess, based on ontologies and reasoning, the search concept the user is
trying to formulate after each input character in an input field. For example, the user
may type in the query in French and the semantic autocompletion service finds the
possible intended search concepts in English after each input character.
Autocompletion has become a popular way to find meaningful keywords in large
search vocabularies after Google Suggest30 was released. The idea is applied in several semantic cultural portals, such as [33, 26, 48, 57].
4.3 Semantic Browsing and Recommending
In addition to semantic search, semantic content facilitates semantic browsing.
Faceted search is already a kind of combination of searching and browsing because
search is based on selecting links on facets. However, in semantic browsing the general idea is not to constrain the results set but rather to expand it by trying find objects
of potential interest outside of the hit list. The idea is to support browsing documents
through associative links that are created based on the underlying metadata and ontologies, not on hardwired anchor links encoded by humans in HTML pages.
A simple form of a semantic browser are RDF browsers and tabulators [7]. Their
underlying idea has been explicated as the “linked data”31 principle proposing that
when an RDF resource (URI) is rendered in a browser, the attached RDF links to
related resources should be shown. When one of these links is selected, the corresponding a new resource is rendered, and so on.
A more developed related idea is recommendation systems [9]. Here the logic of
selecting and recommending of related resources can be based on also other principles than the underlying RDF graph. For example, collaborative filtering [20] is based
on browsing statistics of other users. Also logic rules on top of an RDF knowledge
base can be used for creating semantic recommendation links [58] and, at the same
time, explanations telling the end-user why the recommendation link was selected in
this context. In [2, 4] explanations for recommended art works can be obtained based
on a user profile of interest and features of the artworks. In [32] ontological models
of narrative stories and processes in the society, such as fishing or slash farming,
were used as a basis for creating recommendation links between cultural resources.
Still another approach to create recommendation links with explanations is to use
similarity measures of event-based annotations [46].

30
31

http://www.google.com/webhp?complete=1&hl=en
http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
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4.4 Relational Search
Semantic recommending is related to relational search, where the idea is to try to
search and discover serendipitous semantic associations between different content
items [49, 48, 26]. The idea is to make it possible for the end-user to formulate
queries such as ”How is X related to Y ” by selecting the end-point resources, and
the search result is a set of semantic connection paths between X and Y . For example, in figure 2 the user has specified two historical persons, the Finnish artist Akseli Gallen-Kallela (1865–1931) and the French emperor Napoleon I (1769–1821)
in the C ULTURE S AMPO portal [26]. The underlying knowledge base contains an ontologized version of the ULAN vocabulary in RDF with over 100,000 persons and
organizations, and semantic autocompletion is used for finding the right query resources. The system has discovered an association chain between the persons based
on “patronOf”, “teacherOf”, “knows”, and “studentOf” properties.

Fig. 2. An example of relational search in [26] using the ULAN vocabulary and database.

4.5 Personalization and Context Awareness
In many occasions the functioning of a semantic portal should not be static but adapt
dynamically according to the 1) personal interests of the end-user and 2) the context
of usage, such as time and location [51]. Visitors in semantic cultural portals, like in
physical museums, are usually not interested in everything found in the underlying
collections, and would like to get information at different levels of detail. An important aspect of a semantic cultural portal is then adaptation of the portal to different
personal information needs and interests. An example of a personalized cultural semantic portal is [2, 4], where user profiling and personalization is based on metadata
obtained by asking the users about her interests by rating pieces of artworks.
An example of location-based adaptability is the mobile phone user interface of
[25]. By pushing a special button on the interface, collection artifacts either manufactured or used nearby can be retrieved based on a geolocation service proving the
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coordinate information of the phone. It can be envisioned that this kind of locationbased and navigational services will be available in future cultural portals based on
phones supporting GPS positioning and radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags.
Also time is an important parameter for contextualizing portal services. For example, recommending the end-user to visit a site in the nature during winter may not
be wise due to snow, or direct her to a museum when it happens to be closed.
4.6 Visualization and Mash-ups
Visualization is an important aspect of the semantic web dealing with semantically
complicated and interlinked contents [16]. In the cultural heritage domain, maps,
time lines, and methods for visualizing complicated and large semantic networks are
of special interest.
Maps are useful in both searching content and in visualizing the results. A widely
used approach to using maps in portals is to use mash-up map services. For example, GeoMuseoSuomi32 [36] is a mash-up combining Google Maps33 and a semantic
cultural portal [25]. The map interface is used for showing the places of the underlying location ontology on the map as interactive buttons (e.g., cities, villages, etc.).
By selecting one of them, a query is executed by which all museum collection items
manufactured or used in the selected place are retrieved. At the same time, additional search links to seven different traditional portals are shown. For example, by
selecting the Wikipedia link, an article about the location (if available) is opened.
In the cultural heritage domain, historical maps are of interest of their own. For
example, they depict old place names and borders not available anymore in contemporary maps. An approach to visualize historical changes is developed in the TempO-Map system [34, 36] that makes it possible to lay old maps semi-transparently on
top of the contemporary maps and satellite images of Google Maps. To demonstrate
the idea, the Karelia region of Finland was selected as a test case. This region was
annexed to Soviet-Union as a result of the Second World War, after which most old
Finnish place names in the region were changed into Russian ones making it difficult
to the end-user to bridge the sematic gap between old and new names and locations.
The system is connected into an ontology modeling over 1000 regional changes of
Finnish municipalities in 1860–2007. Historical municipalities of different time periods are available as facets for finding historical places on the maps. By selecting a
category, the tool focuses the map view to the center point of the region [35].
Another important dimension for visualizing cultural content is time. A standard
approach for temporal visualization is to project search objects on a time line, as in
[48, 26]. A generic mash-up tool for creating time lines is the Simile time line34 . A
time line can be used both for querying and for visualizing search results.

32
33
34

http://users.tkk.fi/ tomik/geo/karttahaku.html.
http://maps.google.com/
http://simile.mit.edu/timeline/
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4.7 Cross-portal Re-use of Content
Portal contents can be re-used in other web applications and portals due to semantic
web standards. Re-using semantic content in this way is a kind of generalization of
the idea of “multi-channel publication” of XML, where a single syntactic structure
can be rendered in different ways. In a similar vein, semantic metadata can be re-used
without modifying it through multi-application publication.
One possibility to facilitate cross-portal re-use is to merge triple stores, and provide services to end-users based on the extended knowledge base. For example, the
learning object video portal [33] is able to provide recommendation links to the cultural museum collection portal [25] in this way. Another way of re-using content is
to keep the portals separate and publish their functionalities as web services to be
used by other semantic portals [59]. Both traditional web services or light-weight
mash-ups based on the REST principle can be used. Here portal functionalities can
be used in other portals on the HTML user interface level with just a pair of additional Javascript code added on the HTML level. This approach is related to the
idea of using Google AdSense35 advertisements, but generalized on a semantic level
and used for publishing portal services. For example, there is a semantic widget for
re-using the semantic search functionality and contents of the portal [25] in external
web pages [40]. If a page, for instance, contains information about skating, then the
widget can query and show dynamically, using AJAX, images and semantic links to
skates and related objects in the museum collection portal.

5 Conclusions
Cultural heritage provides a semantically rich application domain in which useful
vocabularies and collection contents are available, and where the organizations are
eager to make their content publicly accessible. A major application type in the area
has been semantic portals, often aggregating content from different collections, thus
providing cultural organizations with a shared cost-effective publication channel and
the possibility of enriching collaboratively the contents of each other’s collections.
For the end-user, new kinds of intelligent semantic services and ways of visualizing content can be provided. We envision that in the near future ever larger cultural
semantic portals crossing geographical, cultural, and linguistic barriers of content
providers at different countries will be developed. Also more systems for enriching
the collections by end-user created content and tagging in the spirit of Web 2.0 will
be seen, such as Steve Museum36 and Powerhouse Museum37 .
A major practical hinder for publishing cultural content on the semantic web is
that current legacy cataloging system do not support creation of ontology-based annotations. If semantic annotations cannot be created in memory organization when
35
36
37

http://www.google.com/adsense/
http://www.steve.com/
http://www.powerhousemuseum.com/collection/database/
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cataloging content, then costly manual work is needed when transforming and disambiguating literal legacy metadata into ontological references in semantic portals.
A solution approach to this fundamental problem is to provide ontologies as publicly
available ontology services, and to re-use them—as well as semantically annotated
portal contents—as ready-to-use functionalities (widgets) in legacy systems using
mash-up techniques [59, 31].
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